Ramadan 2022
with TikTok:
Igniting Joy
A guide to winning Ramadan
in Indonesia
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Why is this
important for brands?
01. TikTok is the go-to place
for Ramadan

From consuming & participating in content,
to celebrating on the platform, Ramadan on TikTok
is about the Moment, the Meaning and More.

02. Ramadan is a season of
creative inspiration

Bring your brand’s Ramadan experience to life
by tapping into festive and relevant creative trends
to engage TikTok audiences.

03. A well planned campaign can
ignite joy this Ramadan

Plan your Ramadan campaign strategically across
Ramadan’s three key periods to maximize your
campaign’s performance.

TikTok has seen
a massive growth over
the past year in SEA.

>240

85%

million users

year-on-year growth

~800

>1

million videos created

trillion views

We’re an entertainment platform like no
other, built for joyful discovery and creative
participation. Our community finds joy on
TikTok through content.

92%

of TikTok users say they
discover new content they
enjoy on the platform

88%

of TikTok users feel TikTok
is entertaining

Sources:
TikTok Data, Sept 2021
TikTok Marketing Science global Authenticity Study, Indonesia, by Nielsen (April 2021)
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TikTok Ramadan Insights: Moment

TikTok is the go-to place for Ramadan
The platform is even more loved and lively during
the holy month, with 76% of users hoping to celebrate
Ramadan as joyfully as they did pre-pandemic.

+54%

+31%

Video Views in
Ramadan 2021*

Video Published in
Ramadan 2021*

470B+

287M+

total video views

total # videos published

TikTok sees inspiration during Ramadan come from these
4 pillars, with a variety of unique hashtags that grow these
content groups.

TikTok’s 4 content pillars during Ramadan
Entertainment

Gifting &
Shopping

Ramadan
Moments

Celebration

#TikToktainment
18.B views

#THR
464.5M views

#Sahur
1.2B views

#OutfitLebaran
63.6M views

#Ramadhantiba
341.5M views

#BerkahRamadan
208.6M views

#KulinerRamadan
1.1B views

#BukaPuasa
222.4M views

#BulanRamadhan
341.5M views

#HampersLebaran
33.1M views

#Ramadhan2021
1.5B views

#Lebaran2021
672M views

#Ramadhan
4.1B views

#Lebaran
1.4B views

Sources & notes:

*) Compared to non-Ramadan Month
TikTok Data on Video Views and Publish on April 5 – May 18, 2021 (Pre, During, Post-Ramadan)
TikTok Ramadan Research 2021 conducted by Toluna in Indonesia
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TikTok Ramadan Insights: Meaning

Ramadan is a moment
of meaning.
During this holy period, Indonesians are looking for
more meaning in their daily lives; this can come in the
form of giving, sharing, and togetherness.
This season is full of opportunities for brands to
meet consumers where they are by creating more
meaningful content.

63%

of users wanted
to see how others
were celebrating
Ramadan

57%

need inspiration
for Ramadan
preparations

This meaningful content
resonates well with Indonesians.

90%

TikTok users say they
came across content
they can relate to.

Source:
TikTok Ramadan Research 2021 conducted by Toluna in Indonesia
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TikTok Ramadan Insights: More

TikTok users are on a search for more
during Ramadan.
Ramadan shopping excitement comes early for TikTok
users with more than 50% saying they are already looking
for things to purchase before Ramadan.

Shopping

1 month
before

1 week
before

20%

24%

62%

Ramadan

6%

31%

18%

1+ month
before

2-3 weeks
before

A few days
before

TikTok users did most
of their Ramadan
shopping online

TikTok users tend to shop more compared to non-TikTok
users. We see this on our platform as they look for more
festive celebrations, more shopping and more joy.

2.3x

58%

Fashion &
Accessories

More Snack
Food

2.0x
Household
Items

2.4x

47%

Beauty &
Personal Care

2.4x

Home
Decorations

More Home
Feasts

1.7x

Electronics

Click here for more insights!
Sources & notes:

*) Compared to non-Ramadan Month
Source:
TikTok Data on Video Views and Publish on April 5 – May 18, 2021 (Pre, During, Post-Ramadan)
TikTok Ramadan
Research
2021 2021
conducted
by Toluna
Indonesia
TikTok
Ramadan
Research
conducted
by in
Toluna
in Indonesia
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Creative Inspiration

How can your creatives stand out?
We’ve reviewed Ramadan 2021 ads on TikTok and
found two defining approaches that brands can tap
into during the three phases across Ramadan.

1. Creative Thought Starters

Ramadan Month

Eid Celebration

Up to 4 weeks before
Ramadan

4-5 weeks during
Ramadan

During and 2 weeks
after Eid

Entertainment

Entertainment

Entertainment

Gifting & Shopping

Gifting & Shopping

Gifting & Shopping

Ramadan Moments

Ramadan Moments

Celebration

Celebration

Example

What consumers are looking for
during this period

Timeline

Pre-Ramadan

Click here for more creative inspiration!

Source:
TikTok Ramadan Research 2021 conducted by Toluna in Indonesia
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Creative Inspiration

2. Bring Authentic Moments of
Ramadan Film on TikTok
a. Go beyond repurposing assets
Worker

Horizontal generic digital video
On other platform

Gamer

Mom

Create creatives that target specific audiences by
tailoring its messaging in a personalized way while still
aligning with other assets in the brand campaign.

b. Interactive Ramadan
Hashtag Challenge

c. Utilize TikTok Livestreaming
for Finale Ramadan episode

Dueted by users

The original video from brand

Click here for more creative inspiration!
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Media Plan Calendar

How can brands drive consideration
& conversion during peak moments
throughout Ramadan?
As you plan your Ramadan campaign on TikTok across
the three phases, tap into the 4 content pillars which
experience high volumes of growth during Ramadan:

Entertainment

Gifting & Shopping

Ramadan Moments

Celebration

Once you’ve created your content, maximize the
Ramadan moments by phasing out your campaign to
achieve optimum exposure and impact.
Up to 4 weeks before Ramadan

Preparation

4-5 weeks during Ramadan

Moment: Payday

During and 2 weeks after Eid

Moment: THR

Moment: Eid

Teasing Campaign

Awareness &
Engagement tactical

Always On

In-Feed Ads
(Auction & R&F)
Reach, Video Views,
Engagement

TopView + HTC BE

In-Feed Ads (Auction & R&F)
Reach, Traffic, Conversion, Catalogue Sales
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TikTok Marketing Solutions

Discover TikTok ad solutions that are best
suited to support your marketing strategy
and objectives this coming Ramadan:

Top View

Make some noise with
high impact
•
•
•
•

100% Share of Voice
Sound on, fully immersive
5 to 60 secs
71% of users said Top View
grabs their attention

Source:
Kantor Research, 2021
(not affiliated with TikTok)

Cerave drove

+84%

uplift in brand recall
with TopView featuring
creators and
a catchy jingle.

Hashtag Challenge

Inject fun and embrace
the community
Empower users to become unofficial
brand ambassadors when they add
their creative spin to your brand
idea while amplifying your brand
message to the community.

Branded Effects

Spark joy and encourage
user participation
Empower users to co-create with
your brand or product by integrating
immersive AR effects in versatile 2D
and 3D forms.
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TikTok Marketing Solutions

In-Feed Ads

Get discovered by running In-Feed Ads
In-feed ads can be targeted to specific audiences, allowing
brands to drive a call-to-action by appearing in users’
For You feed between other organic content.

Targeting

Reservation

Auction

Supports in...
Reach & Frequency

Dynamic Showcase

Gift Code Cards

Brand Auctions

Collection Ads

Spark Ads

Click here for more solutions!
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Success Stories during
Ramadan 2021
on TikTok
Learn how brands have been able to win
Ramadan 2021 on TikTok:

AQUA | #RamadanBersamaAQUA
During a time when health was of most importance to
Indonesians, AQUA leaned into their brand’s original
purpose which is to protect family health by encouraging
users to not only celebrate missed Ramadan moments
on TikTok through their Hashtag Challenge, but also stay
hydrated by drinking more water.

Result

>10%

Increase in sales

4x

video
views

Vs. Expected results

Lazada | Ramadan Lebih Berarti
Lazada launched their “Ramadan Lebih Berarti”
TikTok campaign which aimed to create a more
meaningful Ramadan by inspiring and encouraging
the sharing and use of a variety of unique products
from Lazada’s platform (#LazadaRamadanSale).

Result

13x

user
participation

Videos created

100%

Voucher redemption rate
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LinkAja
LinkAja was the first mover to introduce a Syariah
e-wallet to Indonesia and needed a way to get
the attention of potential users, especially those
who do not have access to banks and financial
solutions. The brand saw TikTok as an opportunity to
build awareness and reach its targeted users with
resonant messaging.

Result

2.6x users
from Q1 - Q2 2021

4x

viewthrough-rate

Vs. Industry benchmark

Click here for the full story!

Want to know more?
01.

02.

Learn more about how
TikTok for Business can help
you drive business results at

Get in touch with our
partnership team by scanning
the code

tiktokramadan.com
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